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Research Update:

Thai Beverage Public Co. Ltd. Rating Lowered To
'BBB-' And 'axBBB+' On Higher Leverage; Outlook
Negative

Overview

• We expect Thai Bev's higher debt and lower cash flow adequacy to weaken
its financial risk profile over the next 24 months, following the
completion of the company's debt-funded acquisition of a stake in F&N.

• We do not expect the Thailand-based beverage manufacturer's business risk
profile to improve significantly during this time.

• We are lowering our long-term corporate credit rating on Thai Bev to
'BBB-' from 'BBB'. We are also lowering our long-term ASEAN regional
scale rating on the company to 'axBBB+' from 'axA'. We removed all the
ratings from CreditWatch, where they were placed with negative
implications.

• The negative outlook reflects the risk that management may fail to
strengthen the company's financial risk profile, and the risk associated
with the likely weakened financial risk profile of Thai Bev's parent TCC
Group.

Rating Action

On April 11, 2013, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services lowered its long-term
corporate credit rating on Thailand-based beverage manufacturer Thai Beverage
Public Co. Ltd. to 'BBB-' from 'BBB'. The outlook is negative. At the same
time, we lowered our long-term ASEAN regional scale rating on the company to
'axBBB+' from 'axA'. We removed all the ratings from CreditWatch, where they
were placed with negative implications on July 19, 2012.

Rationale

We lowered our rating on Thai Bev because we expect the company's debt to
remain high and its cash flow adequacy to stay weak over the next 24 months.
This follows the completion of Thai Bev's Singapore dollar (S$) 3.3 billion
acquisition of a 28.7% stake in Singapore-based conglomerate Fraser & Neave
Ltd. (F&N), in conjunction with related party TCC Assets.

We expect the debt-funded acquisition to weaken Thai Bev's financial risk
profile to "significant" from "modest," as our criteria define the terms. We
project the company's ratio of funds from operations (FFO) to total debt to
remain 20%-25% in 2013 and 2014. In our base-case scenario, we forecast the
ratio of total debt to EBITDA at about 3.8x in 2013, reducing to about 3.2x in
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2014. Our estimates of EBITDA and FFO include Thai baht (THB) 1 billion-THB1.5
billion in dividends annually from F&N. We also include about THB3 billion of
pension and operating lease adjustments while calculating debt.

We base our forecasts on the following assumptions for 2013-2015:

• Thai Bev will maintain its current holding of 28.7% in F&N and will not
integrate F&N's beverage operations.

• The company's revenue will grow 7%-12% annually. This growth captures the
full-year effect of the increase in the excise tax on spirits in 2013,
and further annual increases of 2%-3% after that. We also expect revenues
from Thai Bev's subsidiary Serm Suk Public Co. Ltd. to decline
substantially in 2013 because it no longer bottles products related to
Pepsi Co.

• EBITDA margin will be 15%-16%, excluding dividends from F&N. We expect
the beer operations to remain marginally loss making at an EBITDA level
over the next two years at least because of higher spending on
advertising and promotion.

• Capital spending will be about THB9 billion in 2013, and THB3.5
billion-THB4 billion in 2014 and 2015.

• A dividend payout of 65% of net income over the next three years.

The F&N acquisition marks a shift in Thai Bev's financial policies, which we
now view as aggressive. We previously viewed Thai Bev's financial policy as
moderate because its ratio of total debt to EBITDA was less than 1x (until
2011). Nevertheless, we understand that Thai Bev intends to restore its
financial profile over the next two years. We do not expect the company to
make any acquisitions until its credit measures improve toward levels
consistent with an "intermediate" financial risk profile. Our rating on Thai
Bev does not capture any special dividend payment from the large cash balance
of about S$7.4 billion that F&N holds. This is because the extent and timing
of this dividend is not known.

Our assessment of Thai Bev's business risk profile remains "satisfactory." We
believe that Thai Bev's stake in F&N will not meaningfully improve its product
and geographic diversity over the next two years at least. This is because
Thai Bev will only receive dividends from F&N. Substantial cross selling and
commercial synergies from the acquisition will take time to materialize.

The rating on Thai Bev also reflects the company's dominant domestic market
position in spirits and its high and stable cash flows, tempered by Thai Bev's
geographic concentration in Thailand.

Liquidity

Thai Bev's liquidity is "adequate," as defined by our criteria. We expect the
company's liquidity sources to cover its liquidity needs by about 1.2x over
the next 12 months. Our liquidity assessment incorporates the following
factors and assumptions:
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• Liquidity sources include our expectation of THB21 billion-THB23 billion
in FFO and a THB4.5 billion cash balance as of Dec. 31, 2012.

• Liquidity sources also include about THB7 billion in committed credit
lines from domestic financial institutions. Thai Bev has access to more
than THB33 billion in uncommitted credit lines, but we do not capture
those in our liquidity calculation given their uncommitted nature.

• Liquidity needs include THB4.6 billion of debt due in 2013 and our
estimate of THB2 billion-THB3 billion in working capital requirements
over the next 12 months.

• Liquidity needs also include about THB9 billion in capital expenditure
and our expectation of THB9.9 billion in dividend payments.

• Liquidity sources will remain positive even if EBITDA declines by 15%.
• The company maintains ample cushion under the covenants of its syndicated
bank loans and the debt at a subsidiary.

We assess Thai Bev's access to the Thai capital markets as strong, given its
long-standing banking relationships and strong position in the domestic credit
market.

Outlook

The negative outlook reflects our expectation that Thai Bev's deleveraging
will be slow over the next two years. We expect that a high dividend payout
over the period and a temporary spike in capital spending in 2013 will consume
all of the company's discretionary cash flows during that year. We forecast
the ratio of discretionary cash flows to total debt at negative 2%-0% in 2013,
improving marginally to 5%-10% in 2014 and 2015.

The negative outlook also reflects the risks associated with privately-held
TCC Group (TCC). TCC Assets, a related party, owns about 61% of F&N. We
understand that at least part of TCC Assets' acquisition of F&N was
debt-funded. Nevertheless, TCC has not disclosed the amount of the debt, the
corporate level at which it will hold the debt, or how it will service the
debt. TCC has also not divulged the extent of structural subordination and the
degree to which it would rely on cash flows from Thai Bev to service the debt.
We understand that cash flows are fully fungible among all TCC group holdings.
As a result, related-party transaction risks remain; the dividend that Thai
Bev pays to TCC could increase and potentially further slowdown the
deleveraging.

We could lower the rating if: (1) Thai Bev's financial risk profile does not
improve to "intermediate" over the next two years, including the
FFO-to-total-debt ratio less than 30% and total debt-to-EBITDA ratio more than
3x; (2) we perceive that the related-party risk has heightened such that
material related-party transactions and shareholder-friendly initiatives
weaken Thai Bev's business or financial risk profiles; or (3) we believe that
TCC's financial profile has deteriorated.
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We could revise the outlook to stable if Thai Bev deleverages more rapidly
than we expect. Indicative financial metrics include FFO-to-total-debt ratio
of more than 30% by the end of 2014 and total-debt-to-EBITDA ratio below 3x on
a sustainable basis. These could materialize if higher-than-expected revenue
growth and margin result in stronger discretionary cash flows. An outlook
revision would also require a clear mitigation of the current related-party
risk between TCC and Thai Bev. That could include a better understanding of
TCC's financial standing and its financial policies regarding Thai Bev.

Related Criteria And Research

• Methodology: Business Risk/Financial Risk Matrix Expanded, Sept. 18, 2012
• Key Credit Factors: Criteria For Rating The Global Branded Nondurable
Consumer Products Industry, April 28, 2011

• 2008 Corporate Criteria: Analytical Methodology, April 15, 2008
• 2008 Corporate Criteria: Ratios And Adjustments, April 15, 2008

Ratings List

Downgraded; CreditWatch/Outlook Action
To From

Thai Beverage Public Co. Ltd.
Corporate Credit Rating BBB-/Negative/-- BBB/Watch Neg/--
ASEAN Regional Scale axBBB+/axA-2 axA/Watch Neg/axA-2

Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of RatingsDirect at
www.globalcreditportal.com and at www.spcapitaliq.com. All ratings affected by
this rating action can be found on Standard & Poor's public Web site at
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left
column.
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